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“In cooperation with our citizens, we improve the quality of life for individuals,
families and communities by fostering a healthy economy and environment.”
“Looking forward with purpose”
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Attachment A
Primary concerns and information to support a resolution requesting
Mediation in collaboration with 23 other counties
• Nobles County’s right to choose County-Based Purchasing by electing to join
PrimeWest as authorized through MN Statute 256B.692 Subd. 1 appears to have been
ignored by the Department.
• It does not appear that the Department considered MN Statute 256B.692; MN Statute
256B.694, or the County Board’s input per Resolution 201940 (attached) supporting the
recommendation of the Community Service Supervisory Team when making their
decision.
• The selection of 2 health plans for Family and Children and 4 health plans for seniors
(MSHO & MSC+) was not made mutually between the County Board and the
Commissioner as required per MN Statute 256B.69.
• It does not appear that DHS’s decision in this process considered the authority of the
County Board in recommending a single-plan arrangement that enhances integration,
collaboration, and coordination of health care services, resulting in cost savings and
increased quality of person centered care for recipients. Counties are given the right to
recommend a maximum number of participating health plans in MN Statute 256B.69
Subd. 3(a).
• It does not appear that DHS’s decision in this process considered the client and county
administrative complexity as required per MN Statute 256B.69.
• It does not appear that DHS’s decision in this process considered MN Statute 256B.694
which supports better coordination and integration of health services. County Based
Purchasing entities are governed by Counties which allows them to provide much more
robust coordination and integration of health care services, social services, and other
community based services.
• The total managed care enrollment for seniors in Nobles County is currently 387 covered
lives. We do not believe this is a large enough population base to support 4 health plans
to serve in Nobles County.
• Having 4 health plan choices will be extremely difficult for the senior and disabled
populations being served in Nobles County, difficult for the agency to have the
resources and expertise to explain, and difficult for the population to understand. If
there are 4 plans to choose from, the seniors and persons with disabilities in Nobles
County will need to research 4 different 100+ page documents to make sure they are

choosing the plan that best suits their needs. Although these documents are available
on- line many of those we serve do not have access to internet services. Additionally
language barriers may prevent individuals from being able to identify which plan best
meets their needs.
• Some providers may choose not to enter contracts with all 4 plans due to the
administrative burden which could further limit individual access to providers.
• Having 4 health plan choices will be a huge administrative burden on the Community
Service Agency. Just a few examples of this:
o For our social workers and nursing staff who provide care coordination – they
would need to learn and utilize the paperwork for 4 different health plans, each
with their own unique requirements, forms, and sometimes documentation
systems over and above the documentation required by DHS. They would have
to participate in 4 different audits of their files annually. This is unrealistic and
likely impossible without the addition of staff.
o For our fiscal staff – they would need to potentially learn and utilize 4 different
billing systems which may include various software and licensing costs in
addition to varying timelines for submitting claims and appeals. Again
unrealistic and likely not possible without additional staff.
o For our income maintenance workers – they are already fielding numerous calls
from individuals who are unclear on how to choose a health plan. Although they
do not recommend one plan or another to any individual, these are sometimes
lengthy conversations with individuals who are trying to decide which plan best
meets their needs, includes their primary providers, etc.
o For our office support specialists – they are the front line staff in fielding
questions when people come to our window and are often asked about the health
plan choice forms. This could also increase their time in explaining the choices
to individuals and gathering, printing, and providing the necessary
documentation for individuals to make an informed decision.
o For all of our staff – increased time in helping customers gain access to medical
services, medical transportation, interpreters, and other access related services as
typically each health plan has its own unique process to be followed.

“In cooperation with our citizens, we improve the quality of life for individuals,
families and communities by fostering a healthy economy and environment.”
“Looking forward with purpose.”

COMMISSIONER BRIEFING
Letter of Support
Lismore Cooperative Telephone Company fiber to Bigelow
Tom Johnson
5 minutes
Issue:
Lismore Cooperative Telephone Company (LCTC) is looking for a letter of support for a State of MN
grant for Fiber to the Premise (FTTP) in Bigelow.
Discussion:
LCTC is applying for a MN Broadband grant to bring in the City of Bigelow. It is appropriate for the
county to prepare a letter of support.
Options:
Approve the Administrator to draft a letter of support for the grant process.
Do not approve.
Recommendation:
Approve the Administrator to draft a letter of support for the grant process.

